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ABSTRACT

Nonprofits have become more important in recent decades: almost two million American
charities provide important and diverse services. How they function under the leadership of
nonprofit boards of directors has not been studied to the extent that corporate boards have. Some
nonprofit boards do not offer new member training or an orientation to board service, which may
leave some board members underprepared to lead. Do nonprofit boards that get training improve
themselves and the functioning of their associated nonprofit agency? Using a review of academic
literafure, personal experience working for nonprofits and serving on nonprofit boards,
interviews with a board president, two executive directors and a focus group of board members,
qualitative data was gathered to gain understanding about the need for and impact of board
training. As a part of this action research project, a board training was developed to meet needs
of small nonprofits wishing to become more effective.
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Introduction

- Challenges for U.S. Nonprofits

Guide Star (2013), the largest online charity database of the U.S. Internal Revenue
Service recognized nonprofits, has a list of over 1.8 million U.S. charities as of May 2013. The
Pew Trusts (2007) reported that nonprofits "face increasing demands to oversee organizations'
performance accountability, fiscal integrity and regulatory compliance..." The Pew report

provides a summary of "Governance as Leadership: Reframing the Work of the Nonprofit
Board," a seminar sponsored by The Pew Fund for Health and Human Services. The seminar
was part of The Pew Charitable Trusts'information series called Programs Adjusting to a

Changing Environment (PACE), created to improve nonprofits' ability to succeed by providing
them with critical information, tools and technical assistance. The Pew organization offered

PACE to assist the nonprofit world in improving performance in light of challenglng societal
trends.

Nonprofits have become key providers of services once offered only by government
agencies or for profit institutions. Indeed, nonprofits today offer services that are completely new

to our world

- like clinics

for amputees using man-made parts that communicate with the human

organism to replicate limb movements. There are nonprofits with adazzling variety of missions

from teaching immigrants English, to saving sea turtles, to preserving fine art work. Crittenden

& Crittenden (2000) point out that in our country there are now over a million nonprofit
organizations doing tasks that benefit us all.

At a time of increased societal need for the important social

services offered by

nonprofits, we are also seeing a trend towards decreased government funding, and reduced

support from many $ant makers who are still recovering financially from the recent global
recession. According to the Pew Trusts (2007), nonprofits also "face increasing demands to
oversee organizations' performance accountability, fiscal integrity and regulatory compliance"

(para 1). It is easy to see why many nonprofits are under serious strain: nonprofits of all sizes and
missions are finding they must cope with increased demand at a time of decreased financial
support all while working to become more accountable and transparent.

This strain is probably felt most urgently at the agency level, where staffers often struggle
to meet an ever-larger demand for services each year while coping with a flat or shrinking
operating budget. It is very hard for mission-driven staffers to have to turn away prospective
clients when they can see the need for services so clearly. Staffers at places that offer medical or

psychological services know that if they turn someone away today, they may next turn up on the
streets, be involved with a crime, end up at the emergency room or even die without their help.

The strain is also present for boards of directors who are responsible for hiring and
keeping the key management (usually an executive director) at salaries often considerably lower
than similar management positions in business or industry (Palotta, 2013). They must also be

mindful of making sure legal obligations are met, the lights stay on, the doors stay open, the
reputation of the organization is preserved and/or improved, and the focus stays on the mission.

Unlike/or profit corporate boards who can focus on shareholder needs, nonprofit boards face a
dizzying array of stakeholders. They cannot simply focus on owners' needs because there are no
owners, or alternately they can see that they have many owners and these stakeholders may have
needs that do not align easily.
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Complicating board duties is the fact that nonprofit boards themselves are often made up
of individuals with diverse backgrounds. While some small nonprofit board members have
experience in leadership via business or management, in my experience social service, sports,
arts and education not-for-profit boards are often made up primarily of educators or people from
the helping professions that take an interest in the mission of the associated

nonprofit. Many of

these volunteers care deeply about the associated agency or organtzattonbut have

little or no

experience with budgets, audits, human resources, or strategic planning. They enter board
service with the expectation of helping, but are underprepared for the actual work that a board

must do to

fulfill its legal and moral obligations.

Occasionally, small nonprofit boards recognize that they have a lack of understanding

of

the requirements of board leadership. Proactive boards pursue training via a consultant,

facilitator, workshops, retreats or even classes in order to leam how to be better board members
and thus become better leaders of their nonprofit, often in the hope of improving their

organization's performance. Nonprofit boards now have more motivation to go to the trouble

of

getting training due to the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in2002, which required boards to
act in a more professional and transparent manner (Sarbanes-Oxley,2002). Wright and Millesen

(2008) report that their review of research in the past few decades lead them to believe that

"empirical research has repeatedly found a relationship between the performance of nonprofit
boards and the performance of their organizations" {p.323). It makes sense that improving
boards would improve the organization.

Unfortunately, while the desire to improve board performance is laudatory, the literature
makes

it clear that at present

there is no simple, universally accepted definition of good

performance for nonprofit boards. Herman, Renz and Heimovics (1997) explain: "the major
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challenge in the study of board effectiveness is the lack of criteria for defining and measuring
board effectiveness. The elusiveness of board effectiveness is further aggravated by the
elusiveness of organizational effectiveness for nonprofit organizations" (p. 37a). It is hard to
measure nonprofit board leadership success when there is no agreed-upon measure for nonprofit

organizational success.

Unlike corporations, where boards are expected to protect the interests of shareholders
against the supposed self-interest of management, the nonprofit obviously cannot rely upon

financial numbers as the sole benchmark for organizational success. Yet, there is still an
expectation for monitoring behavior in that the nonprofit board is expected to take care to
understand and question the decisions of the management (executive director) in order to protect
stakeholders. In nonprofits, the stakeholder list is much more complex and sometimes harder to
define than it is in the corporate world, where boards are duty-bound to protect shareholder
interests.

One of the biggest barriers to understanding nonprofit board performance and its
measurement is the fact that the board is serving multiple interested parties including clients

of

the agency, donors, the general public, govefirment agencies that may rely upon the organization

to fuIfill some important function, ffid the legacy or history of the organization itself. Unless this
is brought up to new board members and discussed by boards,

it is not likely the whole board

will feel they are representing the same list of "owners." If understanding who they

are serving is

muddled, figuring out what kind of training or board development activities to pursue is likely to
be

difficult,

as

well.
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Starting with a general complaint that board members often lack background and training

(which I heard from those serving on nonprofit boards and from the management that reports to
nonprofit boards), I sought to discover what other researchers have reported on the topics of
nonprofit board development and associated impacts on organizational effectiveness. I also
made an effort to contact the nonprofits I had worked with in the past. Because this inquiry was

formed as an action research project, I also made time to reflect on my own experiences through
papers wriffen during graduate school and irregular journaling and self-reflection sessions.

Eventually, the outline for an introductory nonprofit board training program began to take form.
The results of this inquiry are reported in this document in the hope that they will assist future
researchers to create a more complete picture of nonprofit boards and how they can improve

their functioning to support important nonprofit goals.

Investigator's Background and Interest in Nonprofit Leadership
In this study, I describe the results of an action research project spanning a 6 month
period. I attempt to answer theoretical questions and create a useful way of getting to a desired
future where small nonprofit boards (and their executive directors) feel less role ambiguity and
more competence in their work. Action research is different from traditional social science
research where the researcher affempts to remain at a distance in order

to analyze and report.

Action research requires cooperative activity within an organization with the aim of helping the
individual and the group flourish. It can be messy but also transformative in ways not
traditionally associated with tlpical social science research.
Coghlan and Brannick (2010) describe action research as involving the investigator as an
actor in the project and thus this type of inquiry includes issues of "preunderstanding, role

duality and access" (ch. 9). In order to frame the research properly, an introduction to my
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background, my current roles and they ways in which I had access to the organizations that were
studied for this investigation is recourmended. The experiences outlined below led me to be
interested in this topic and to want to learn more so that I might help small nonprofits flourish.

In the early 1970s, a time of many important culture shifts, my family was active in
launching several cooperative efforts that evenfually became very successful organizations in our

community. Both of these cooperatives started with an unfilled need, required endless meetings
and many volunteer hours for the founding families. One of these efforts became the local

member-owned natural food cooperative, now a thriving downtown merchant with close to $2

million dollars in

sales. This co-op was ntrmed the Area Chamber

of Commerce "Business of the

Year" in 2008. The other was the Family Learning Center (FLC), which started as a parent
cooperative group and became a nonprofit preschool. tn time it morphed into a cooperative

cofirmunity center that is going strong to this day. I was involved to some degree in both of these
cooperatives as a child, a young adult and then as a parent of young children myself.

The FLC, which was still a preschool when my two children were toddlers, provided my

first experience as a nonprofit board member. For the first few years the experience was mostly
positive, and I maintained the position of Public Relations Chair. Then, in the early 1990s when
more and more moms (and dads) felt they had to return to work instead of staying home with
babies and toddlers, the cooperative was faced with shortages of the volunteer parents needed to
run the school. An energetic new board president and several board members decided to create a
new format for the school without addressing a formal change in the nonprofit's official mission.

During long and difficult meetings, I tried to ask good questions but was at a loss as to
what my role should be. I saw that the move from a cooperative preschool where parents were
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required to volunteer (and thus intimately involved in the day-to-day running of the school) to

what seemed like paid day care (where fees were paid to provide teachers and parents were
mostly sidelined) was a huge change for the organization with many serious repercussions. The
president even planned to offer 24 hour a day care, complete with little cots and bedding, in
order to care for 3'd shift factory workers' kids. Within two years the cooperative was heavily in
debt and floundering, but most of the board (including myself) remained unenlightened about the

financial situation.

I did not comprehend this key fact until the preschool's demise, but in reality we had not
been given accurate financials for many months. We trusted our president, who after all was one

of "us"

-

a young mother

with several kids in the co-operative, even when in meeting after

meeting we had no treasurer's report. It seemed there was always a good reason why we did not
have a detailed financial reckoning: the old treasurer moved, the new treasurer's kids were sick,
the new treasurer quit, the next treasurer has not seen the books yet. Then, in a meeting that is
etched into my memory, the board was finally told by our president that we were over

$

10,000

in

debt and could not pay our teachers the wages we owed them, nor several suppliers the invoices
they were owed. She warned us we might have to auction our building and lot to cover the
debts.

This experience left me shaken and feeling like I really should have had some kind of
training to be a board member, and it left me wondering about how other boards operate. As luck
would have it, I brought this unhappy situation to a home-school cooperative in which I was a
newly active participant, and this generated a fresh idea: the thriving home-school goup could
take over the Family Learning Center as a nonprofit and we would then have a building for our

growing list of activities, clubs and classes. Several parents came forward with enough money to
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pay the back wages and other debts, a lawyer was consulted and the bylaws adjusted a bit. A new
board was elested and the FLC now lives on as the brick and mortar home of the very successful
home-school cooperative as well as serving several other nonprofits and businesses that rent
space for weekly meetings or classes.

This whole experience was an eye-opener and left me feeling quite bad that t had been a
part of the demise of a respected conrmunity institution. I discovered that I did not know enough
as a board member to understand that ongoing lack of a treasurer's report is itself a serious thing,

nor did I keep focused on the fact that my responsibility was to the organization as a whole, not

to the individual board members or friends. I should have demanded to know much earlier in this
period what was actually happening. By the time I figured out we were being led into a radical
mission shift and looking at actual financial mismanagement, it was too late to do much of
anything to save the original preschool cooperative. I was fortunate that this story had a happy
ending and I served for many more years on the new Family Learning Center board, which ran in
a

very different manner than the earlier one.
In recent years I was appointed by the township chairman to serve on a municipal land

use and planning commission which was tasked with developing a state mandated land plan

for

my rural township. I was appointed to what ended up being an all male, all older board. At our
opening meeting we discussed who should be chair. I offered mostly because I wanted meetings
to run in an efficient manner, but a retired vocational-technical high school teacher was chosen. I

offered again a few years laterbut did not receive support from therest of the commission. I was
frustrated with the pace of action and felt I could move things along in timely manner. In the 6year stretch I served on the commission I believe I may have been the only one to actually read
the state's rules for our commission. Much of ourprecious meeting time seemed to me to be
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wasted each month debating or complaining about what was essentially covered in detail and

actually required of us by state mandate. I was worried by our lack of progress. Each time I
offered to take on the chair position I was told I could "take notes."

I briefly thought of protesting what felt like inherent sexism (or maybe ageism) in that
request, but because I would rather be doing something than nothing, and hoped it would help
me pass what could be very slow-paced meetings, I agreed to take notes. As I soon discovered,
the note taker had more control over proceedings than I would have expected and I could help

the other members stay on track in a way that the chair did not. I was able to ask for clarification

(for the notes) and remind the commissioners of what they had previously promised to have done
by the present meeting and of the need to resolve a rambling discussion into a decision (for the
notes).

I also had the pleasure of using my undergraduate social science training in designing and
implementing a state-required land use survey of our township residents. The commission was

told to find out what our residents liked about our area and why they chose to stay here and what
aspects of their township they wanted to maintain. I spent many hours talking to neighbors and

relatives in the area to see what they thought were the key issues. The survey had a significant
return rate (the highest at that time in our county) and showed very clearly the public's interest in
preserving our rural heritage. Preservation of open space and the ability to farm is why I thought

we should be developing a land use plan, so I was happy others felt that way, too. At that time
our corlmission was split on this issue; some felt we had no right to tell neighbors how to use
their land and that "development" whether in housing or mining or the encouragement of
cofirmercial industry is how we would progress to a better economy.
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Because my fellow board members were not particularly interested in helping with the

survey, they had little to say about the questions I chose (even when I tried to run the drafts by
the whole commission several months in a row). Thus they really could not argue with the

results. As it turned out, the responses clearly showed deep concern for clean air, water and night
skies (interests I myself had that I believe the rest of the commissioners may not have bothered

to ask about in a survey instrument). The concern shown by respondents for continuing to
encourage farming and for not subdividing good farmland into suburban housing developments,

but also in allowing farmers to sell parts of farms when they needed to retire or had an
emergency, helped guide our plan. From there we were able to help the town board come up with
our first official township land use ordinances. From this commission I learned the importance

of

note taking and offering to do projects no one else wants to take on. I also discovered that being
the chair is not necessarily the seat of power on a board.

Five years ogo, I was given the opportunity to serve on a family-run nonprofit board. One
of mybest friends from college had relocated to Chicago and was reformulating her family
foundation to begin to work on a national scale. I served as the one nonrelated board member. I
was told that I would be there as an outside observer and to keep the peace should there be

difficulties. There were no difficulties and I am proud to say we have moved this nonprofit to an
era of mission-driven high effectiveness and peaceable cooperation. We

just added the founder's

great grandchildren, so we are now a very rare thing indeed: a fourth-generation family board.

From this experience I have learned several important things: what it is like to struggle to
understand a grant proposal and then work to make tough decisions about whom to fund, and
who to say "no" to, and it became clear how important good training is. The outgoing generation

(my friend's parents) stayed on for several years in an advisory capacity, and they worked very
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hard to train new directors in and to keep the history of the organization alive for us. They were
also brutally honest about mistakes the foundation had made in the past, so that we did not have

to repeat them. Thanks to their efforts, I felt well equipped and ready to take part in a meaningful
way in the leadership of this charity. I began to wonder how other boards trained in new board
members, and as I asked around I was surprised to learn many had no training at all and some did

not even have any orientation process for new board members.
In the fall of 2010 my job at the solar manufacturing company that I had helped found
was 'omade redundant" during a buy-out by a larger company. I was suddenly unemployed. I
placed a somewhat ironic post on my Facebook page and two days later, a former board member

of the Family Learning Centerhome-school group contacted me. She was now the director of

a

very small nonprofit crisis center and was looking to fiIl an open victim advocate position. She
encouraged me to consider the position. I applied and got the

job, although I had no background

ortraining in advocacy. It was a very demanding job both intellectually and emotionally. It
quickly became clear that victim advo saay paid about half what it should have paid for the level
of work and responsibility. I promised the director I would give her two years so as to not waste
the nonprofit's resources in training me, but that I was likely to move on to another career after
that time period.

I dived into the work at the crisis center and was promoted to the title Director of Sexual
Assault Survivor Services, although my work remained mostly in advocacy and violence

prevention. This was deeply important work and I worked hard to do it well, but I also knew it
was not

a

job I could keep for a long stretch if I wanted to keep a sense of optimism about the

world. Almost exactly two years later, and in the second year of graduate school, I took a job at a
larger nonprofit as the development director. Like most of the nonprofits with which I am

"Augebrrg Gollcgc Ubrary

LI

acquainted, both of these small Western Wisconsin nonprofit organizations have struggled

with

board composition and performance. My original curiosity about board performance began to

form into something more solid.
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Formulating the Idea for the Action Research Project
My nonprofit work and board experiences led me to want to know more about how small
nonprofit boards and organizations perform. Irtronprofits were doing important work everywhere

I looked. I started asking people I knew about their work at nonprofits or serving on nonprofit
boards. I began to wonder about the relationship between a highly functioning board and what

it

feels like at the agency or organization level. During the two years I have worked on my

Master's in Leadership at Augsburg College, I have had ample opportunityto studythis question
but little opportunity to research it in the first person. I chose the Plan D option (Action
Research) for my thesis so that

I could work with others to develop

a better understanding

of

nonprofit performance and create some kind of tool for assisting small nonprofits to achieve
better performance through board training.
Before I left my job at the crisis center, I had my director's permission to interview her
and the board there. After

I started

the new position I asked my new employer for the same

access. She did grant me an interview about her experiences for an earlier class project, which is

referenced in this paper, and while she asked me to present on this topic to our board of directors
at their bi-annual meeting, she did not feel comfortable having me interview her or the board.

Thus, I refurned to my former director and her board of directors where I was allowed access and
could pursue my original course of study.
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Definition of Terms
The purpose of this action research project was to present research into the relationship
between recent nonprofit board leadership development efforts and perceived benefits to its

nonprofit agency. Research effbrts focus on the three years following the period when board
development or training was undertaken.

I have defined other important terms in the following way: Improvements were defined

as

meeting or exceeding mission objectives, increased operating budgets, or meeting concrete goals
set by the board and the executives of the agency.

A small nonprofit in the context of this

research was defined as a nonprofit with an annual budget

of

$100 thousand

to

$1.5 million.

Due to the inherent limitations in time and resources available for this project, the focus was on
several small nonprofits in the upper Midwest of the United States with an educational or service

mission with which the investigator already had ties.

The Research Questions
Do small nonprofit directors perceive an improvement in the operation of their agency
after their nonprofit board has received governance or strategic leadership training? Do small

nonprofit boards themselves understand their duties and can they articulate what they wish they
knew more about? What kind of simple introductory training could I develop and offer to
improve nonprofits that cannot afford complex or expensive educational efforts so that they can
serve their missions more effectively?

L4

Review of Nonprofit Board Development Literature
As nonprofits become increasingly central to the provision of services, they have also
become more visible. Funders, goverrrment, the public and researchers are beginning to take

more interest in understanding how they operate. Legal standards are now mandated for many

nonprofits that once operated in something of a vacuum (Sarbanes-Oxley, 2002).In general,
society, and especially funders, are now requiring more transparency and better accountability

from nonprofits.

In many ways, trust is one of the most important things a nonprofit needs to thrive, so
there are some real benefits to being able to measure and improve nonprofit board and
organizational performance. Donors require nonprofits to have a good reputation or they

give. Volunteers likewise look carefully

will not

at organizations that provide opportunities to get

involved. Potential clients or members will look elsewhere for services if they do not trust an
organization. The fact is that trust and good public relations are truly key to contin_ued survival in
an increasingly competitive environment.

A set of Stanford University researchers looking at the

question of ethics in nonprofits found a deep mistrust present in the public, much of which might
come from highlypublic for-profit scandals as well as a number of nonprofits in the news for
ethics violations.

Public confidence in nonprofit performance is similarly at risk, A 2008 Brookings
Institution survey found that about one third of Americans reported having "not
too much" or no confidence in charitable organizations, and 70 percent felt that
charitable organizations waste "a great deal" or a "fair amount" of money. Only
I 0 percent thought charitable organizations did a "very good j ob" spending
money wisely; only l7 percent thought that charities did a "rery good job" of
being fair in decisions; and only one quarter thought charities did a "very good
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job" of helping

people. Similarly, u 2006 Harris Poll found that only one in 10
Americans strongly believed that charities are honest and ethical in their use of
donated funds. Nearly one in three believed that nonprofits have "pretty seriously
gotten off in the wrong direction." These public perceptions are particularly
troubling for nonprofit organizations that depend on continuing financial

contributions. (Rhode, D.L. & Packel, A.K., 2009,

p.l)

Gill, Flynn, and Reissing (2005) report that "public trust in boards of directors depends
on transparent governance structures and processes and clear accountability to stakeholders" (p.
271). However, these same authors go on to point out that tryrng to pin down the causal links
between what makes a good board "good" and how that impacts the associated organization is

"fraught with difficulties, not the least of which is the valid measurement of effective board and
organizational performance" G,.272). To better understand nonprofit boards and how they

perform I reviewed research that discussed how to measure performance in both nonprofits
themselves and the nonprofit boards that provide leadership for the organization. I was also
interested in the topic of whetherboards themselves actually know if they are doing a good job.

This led into an inquiry into which model of board development leads to the best
performance. It turns out that there is no single model that does aparticularlyreliable job

of

predicting success or perforrnance. Callen, Klein & Tinkelman (2010) agreed with previous
research done by Miller-Millenson (2003) that suggested that "because the nonprofit

environment is often more complex and heterogeneous than the for-profit world, no one theory
describes all tasks of nonprofit boards" (p. 101). Some theories worked better

if you combined

more than one of them (several of these are delineated in the literature review below), and most

of the research I reviewed indicated clearly that some model of board development is better than
none at all. From the models of how boards should operate I delved into research indicating how

nonprofit boards actually do operate.
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As I looked more closely at how nonprofit boards function, I began to realize that one of
their most important roles is in monitoring the performance of the management and staff.
hlonprofit boards serve multiple stakeholders (who can be seen as essentially occupying the same
role as a shareholder of a for-profit corporation) and in many ways they protect them from the
possible self-serving actions of the executive director or CEO who is the "agent" in the
organization who is supposed to act on the behalf of the stakeholders. Boards can thus be seen
as a special

kind of tool in the monitoring iupect of an agencyrelationship in the nonprofit. I

found this way of explaining what a board actually does very interesting.

This led to a closer look at research on "Agency Theory" as it applies to nonprofits. This
way of understanding how corporate boards work in the field of economics and business, and
how the power in certain relationships work in the field of social science, turned out to provide

a

useful frame to understand how nonprofit boards actually function and what conflicts or
ambiguities they are faced with as they perform their board duties. As mentioned previously, the
researchers often combined theories in their approach to the topic. Agency was generally used as
one of two or three lenses with which the research team approached their study of nonprofit

performance. Most of the literature I reviewed, from the 1990s to the present, reported that

nonprofit boards do a number of kinds of leading. Tlpically boards must monitor the
organization using methods of control, while simultaneously employing coaching or other
supportive leadership methods to get the best effort from the executive director and/or staff

of

the organrzation and to pull in important resources needed by the organization to thrive.
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Measuring Performance in Nonprofit Boards and Nonprofits in General
The topic of accountability and perfonnance measurement has become urgent for

nonprofit organizations as they encounter increasing competition from a proliferating number of
agencies, all competing for scarce donor, foundation and govemment funding. Yet the public

performance reports and many internal performance measurement systems for these
organizations focus only on financial measures, such as donations, expenditures, and operating
expense ratios. Kaplan (2001) argues that success for nonprofits should be measured by how

effectively and efficiently they meet the needs of their constituencies, but that is not always an
easy thing to prove.

It is almost

as

if

the performance of a nonprofit is itself a measurement constructed by

society and whom you ask makes all the difference. Brown (2005) found

. . . significant limitations to measuring performance in nonprofits. For one, nonprofit
status itself limits the accuracy of relying strictly on financial perforrnance indicators.
Furthermore, the ambiguous nature of goals held by nonprofits mitigates universal
criteria. Consequently, there is no easy answer to understanding performance; rather,
each method provides one perspective on perfornance. (p.318)

Not only are goals ambiguous, even the role of the nonprofit board to the orgarrzation it is
governing can be a bit hard to pin down. The Pew Trusts (2007) held a seminar "Governance as
Leadership: Reframing the Work of the Nonprof,rt Board," which was a part of The Pew
Charitable Trusts' information series called Programs Adjusting to a Changing Environment

(PACE), during which they asked their board and executive director participants to use an
analogy to describe the board's role in governance: "The board is to organization

as

is to
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." The Pew Trust participants'

answers below show that there are many ways to frame this

concept.

a

As the head is to the body

o

As the owner is to a private company

a

As an air traffic controller is to a commercial airplane

o

As Congress is to the government

I

As a rudder is to a ship

I

As an eye is to sight

a

As wind is to a sailboat

Bill Ryan,

a Research

Fellow at the Houser Center for Nonprofit Organizations at Harvard

University (who designed this exercise) explains that if we were each to take an analogy and
create a board based upon it, we might end up with somewhat different boards (para 4).

It seems

likely that if you had each board member on every nonprofit board do this exercise you might
find

a range

in perspectives on how

a

board relates to its organization. If there is ambiguity on

this basic concept it makes sense that measurement of perforrnance and the actual work of a
board is also going to be difficult. Miller (2002) found that "when boards had no general
consensus about how to measure nonprofit organizational effectiveness, board members tended

to monitor in ways that reflected their personal or professional competencies" @.aafi.
Many nonprofits end up developing their own performance criteria based on what they
have found to be good measures for their particular agency. The hope of course is that the
associated board is sufficiently knowledgeable about the organization to be able to provide some

judgment of success. The downside to this approach is that individuals on

a

board, each having a
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different experience level and background, may possess contradictory opinions on which
markers are most important. "Dashboards" for nonprofits designed to measure organizational
performance are easily available online but they reflect the complexity of the task and can appear
seriously overwhelming, especially to those uninitiated in this kind of evaluation. Ultimately, the

lack of clarity can lead to stress for board members and firrstration for executive directors

of

nonprofits.

Despite significant changes in external nonprofit environments during the recent

worldwide recession, and mounting pressure to perform more like for-profits, many boards
continue to operate with fairly loose governance processes. It appears from my own and a broad

variety of colleagues' casual recollections that many boards never ask themselves how suscessful
they actually are. For example, Miller (2002) quotes one board member he interviewed as saying

"I

am not sure that our programs have clear goals.

I am

sure we add value...but I do not know

how we measure progress" t,.444). This hesitancy was also reflected in my interview with a
local board president (Board President, 2013).

It also

appears that board members generally rate their performance more

highly than

their executive directors do, which make one wonder if perhaps boards are not sure how to
measure their own functioning any more than researchers are. Brown and Guo (2009)

interviewed I 21 community foundation executives in a study of how contingency factors affect
nonprofits. One of the interesting findings theyreport is that executive directors and board
members rarely have the same view or valuation of the many roles a board may play. Brown, in

his 2005 study of six dimensions of effective board performance, concluded that "board
members tended to rank board performance slightly higher than executives did" (p.327).
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There have been some serious efforts among social scientist and organizational
development researchers to define board performance as it relates to organizational effectiveness.
The Holy Grail would be to find some magic model that would create good outcomes across the
board. Nobbie & Brudney (2003) used an empirical model to study the relationship between the

implementation of the policy governance model (Carver, 1996) in nonprofit organizations and
associated performance and effectiveness. Carver's model was at one time very popular, and was

proclaimed by Carver to be getting amazingly dramatic results. It demanded that boards get
trained and then follow very prescriptive activities. The governance model was generally seen as
a

professionalizing and a strengthening method for boards. It enjoyed strong support from many

in the not-for-profit circles in the late 1990s and early 2000s. However, ffi time went on there
were very few studies that backed up Carver's claims.

To answer the questions they had concerning board performance, Nobbie & Brudney
(2003) used stratified data from three samples: organizations that had implemented policy
governance, a matched sample of other randomly selected nonprofits, and nonprofits that had
been trained by the National Center for Nonprofit Boards. They used a carefully crafted

questionnaire that hid the board governance model descriptions in the middle of traditional board
behaviors to be more certain that board members would be able to identify the practices they
were actually using. Discrete instruments were used for CEOs, board members and
chairpersons.

What they discovered points to a positive relationship between the level of
implementation of a specific model of board development and how well the board was
performing afterwards. This improvement extended to some other areas of the organization's
performance, as well. The researchers conclude that Carver's model was not necessarily any
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better than other models. Their key discovery, was that time spent on a thoughtful, deliberative
process leading to defining the organization's mission, followed by time spent understanding

mechanisms of governance, especially the relationship of the board to management,

will likely

lead to higher satisfaction for both board members and CEOs. For nonprofit boards that wish to

improve their performance) time spent on understanding mission, along with time spent on
understanding what it is a board is supposed to do appear to be very important and will form a

key frame for the training I am currently developing.
Not long after the Nobbie and Brudney study was published, Gill, Flynn and Reissing
(2005) conducted their own elaborate study of a board effectiveness rating scale using more than
30 representative Canadian nonprofits. One of their conclusions confirmed Nobbie and

Brudney's argument that there is no relationship between the model of governance employed and
organizational effectiveness. The investigators agreed that the governance approach "mattered
less than the fact that the board was paying attention to its governance practices and trying to

improve its effectiveness" (p.289). Both of these well-designed studies added to my interest in
offering a training that takes into consideration mission and governance issues and encourages
boards to spend time on the basic practices.

The policy governance model (while probably no more effective than traditional
governance, or results-based governance models) is beneficial in that it aims to help each

individual in the nonprofit understand his or her role. This has the added benefit of addressing

a

cofirmon and often difficult problem that occurs when a board appears to "meddle" in the day-today activities of their agency, causing friction and turmoil, and sometimes even failure of the

nonprofit. Nonprofit boards have to understand whose interests they are supposed to be
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representing what it is they are supposed to monitor and not step beyond the hard-to-define zone

of effectiveness.
Agency Theory as a Tool for Understanding How Boards Function
Agency theory is useful in understanding this unique monitoring relationship and has
been well documented in for-profit corporate settings where boards are legally obligated to keep

the shareholder's interests in mind while directing the CEO and management to maximize what
some might see as relatively short-term profits. Olson (2000) describes the agency relationship

like this: "In its most general form, an agency relationship occurs whenever one individual
depends on or engages another to perform some service. In such a relationship, the doer is known
as the agent, whereas the affected party is called the

principal" (p.281). He goes on to explain

that since the agent does the acting and is granted decision-making powers, (Fama, 1980), and
because "there are asymmetric levels of information between the two parties" (Eisenhardt, 1989),

there is reason to believe that the agent will not always act in the best interest of the principal

(Berle and Means, 1932).
In the broadest definition, an agency relationship occurs when one person or entity (the
agent) does something on behalf of another (the principal). The nonprofit hoard is an
independent monitor of an organization and they serve as a link between the party taking action
(management) and the party that needs something done (the stakeholders). They are supposed to
keep the management frombecoming self-serving, or from straying from the nonprofit's stated

mission. Agency theory provides a useful lens to

see the

behavior of the key actors in nonprofit

leadership. While a nonprofit is a cooperative effort, problems are likely to arise in a system
where one party is relying on another to provide important information and services on their
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behalf. Callen, Klein and Tinkelman (2010) describe aproperly functioningboard seen from the
agency theory perspective as "successful when it minimizes unnecessary administrative expenses

by monitoring management's perquisite activities" (p. I 04).

Miller (2002)

uses agency theory to explain the separation of ownership and control;

seen as a way to curb opportunism via the monitoring function
a control mechanism to deal

it is

of a board. Boards came about as

with the problems that arise when the principal has to rely on the

agent to provide services on his or her behalf. In the case of nonprofits the agent is the executive

director and the principal tends to be all the stakeholders (and thus is harder to define). This

difficulty in understanding whom a nonprofit board is actually representing may explain some of
the ambiguity boards face. This is not a problem faced by corporate boards; they know they are
supposed to represent the shareholders.

One of the most corrmon ways of explaining a board's role in a fo6-profit corporation is

the concept of agency. Agency has been studied in many disciplines including economics,
organrzational development, finance and even the social sciences (Eisenhardt, 1989). Miller
(2002) reports "agency theory predicts that shareholder wealth and organizational performaflce

will

be maximized when an independent board of directors monitors the chief executive's

propensity to behave with self-interest"

$. a30). Agency theory has been used by organizational

researchers to help explain how corporate boards function since the early part of the last century.

Berle & Means (1932) used it to address thepotential lack of alignment of goals and actions
between agents and principals, and it is still very much in use today. Recently, Nyberg, Fulmer,
Gerhart, et al (2010) found anew wayto measure financial alignmentbetween the CEO and
shareholder returns and thus discovered more reliability in agency theory than reported in

previous work.
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Many researchers have been drawn to the concept of agency when trying to understand
how nonprofit boards and nonprofit management actually work. Olson (2000) used agency
theory to study how boards of directors and presidents affect independent college functioning.
He looked at board diversity, size of boards, tenure of board members and presidents and learned
some important facts about how board make-up is related to factors like total revenue and total

gifts.

Olson found that boards with longer tenure impacted the organization in a good way and
he explains this via agency theory: the boards with more experienced board members were more

confident at monitoring the CEO and perhaps felt more responsibility (i.e. commitment) than did
board members with shorter tenure. Larger boards at independent colleges impact the institution

in higher giving levels. Olson regards this as being due to new board members being brought on
for their access to gift givers. In general, he found ethnically heterogeneous boards also seemed
to bring in more gift revenue. He consludes that boards really do impact institutions and that

ethnically diverse, longer standing boards, with members who have business acumen impacted
independent the colleges in the study the most positively (pp 292-294).

Brown (2005) also used agency theory by tapping into previous work by researchers
Chait, Holland and Taylor (1991) who developed six dimensions of effective board performance.
He related these six dimensions to three different theories of board and organizational
effectiveness. One of the theories he explored was agency theory, which he recognized as being

"the most prominent theoretical explanation for how boards contribute to improving
organizational performance in the corporate governance literature" (p.319). He also recognized
that this theory does not fully explain how nonprofit governance benefits organizations. His

review of literature on this topic concluded that when agency is used by itself it falls short, but
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when combined with other theories, such as resource dependency, it can help to explain
board

functioning and effectiveness.
Brown also suggests that agency theory propositions might best be explained by the way
agencies adhere to their mission (p.322). Because nonprofit boards have a legal
duty
obedience, which is spelled out in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act

of Z}}Z,they monitor

of

not just

financial or ethical areas but also have oversight in areas relating to how the organization
is
staying in line with its stated mission, history, culture and raison d'Ctre. He concluded
that
boards that recognized and understood this were more

"likely to exist in organizations that were

perceived by both executives and board members as operating effectively" (p.333).

Brown and Guo (2009) explored how nonprofit boards function and what key roles they
occupy by interviewing 121 community foundation executives. While they state
that agency

theory and resource dependency theory (the study of how the external resources
of organizations
affect the behavior of the organization) are "by far the rnost conlmonly cited
theoretical
explanations forboard roles and functions" (p.537),they also reflect that neither
of them alone
provides a way to capture all the roles that nonprofit boards play, nor do
they fully explain why
certain practices of boards are acfually so cornmon.

Brown and Guo wanted to see what boards actually do, instead of writing a prescription
for what they should do. In the course of their study they found evidence of agency
functions at

work especially in the way boards establish priorities that reflect what stakeholders want,
and in
the wayboards oversee financial decisions (p.541). They concluded that
understanding the

nonprofit board as a group is key to understanding nonprofit board performance.
Much of the work in agency theory recognizes group composition features as
fundamental to understanding board engagement, and the comments of executives
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further support the idea that getting board members involved is fundamental to
successful board operations. Irrespective of whether the activity is oversight or
service, understanding goup processes will likely add significant perspective in
explaining board performance. (p. 545)
Callen, Klein, and Tinkelman (2010) studied the relationship between the stability of a

nonprofit's environment and its board structure and the impact of their relation on the
nonprofits' perfonnance. They used both agency theory and resource dependency theory to
show how the impact of board characteristics on perfoffnance is largely contextual. They
concluded that "board mechanisms related to monitoring are more likely to be effective for
stable organizations, whereas board mechanisms related to boundary spanning are more

effective for less stable organizations" (p.101). They found both theories complementary but
that resource dependency provided statistically stronger predictive results. They agree with

Miller-Millensen (2003) and Brown and Guo (2009) that because the nonprofit world is so
complex, it requires more than one theory to adequately explain performance.

Kruetzer & Jacobs (2011), a European team of business school researchers, juxtaposed
two major theoretical views of nonprofit leadership by contrasting agency theory (with a focus
on controlling behaviors) and stewardship theory (which focuses on coaching behaviors). In

order to get a fix on how these theories work in the real world, they tackled one of the most
complete case studies of nonprofit leadership to date. They looked at vast amounts of internal
and external data from 1993-2010, and did in-depth interviews with many parties involved in a
European nonprofit. They hoped to better understand the changes that occurred in board behavior
at a well known, large nonprofit focused on helping needy children. This nonprofit of 95

fulI

time employees and 8000 volunteers suffered a serious blow when an (eventually)
unsubstantiated claim of wrongdoing was leveled at top leaders of the agency. The research team
looked at what happened at the board Ievel and at the management level as the agency became
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exceptionally successful, was rocked by major scandal and then struggled to regain its former
standing in society.

Like the teams above who used multiple perspectives to understand board performance,
Kruetzer and Jacobs came to the conclusion that some researchers had been too quick to box
nonprofit board behavior into one single category of leadership. They claim nonprofit board
behavior is acfually a subtle paradox; dual and competing actions occur whereby boards coach

and control -- sometimes at the same time. The researchers show empirically that agency and
stewardship behaviors can both be at work in a board when interacting with the agency director
or management. Both kinds of behavior can be appropriate and useful depending upon the
situation.

Kruetzer and Jacobs also show that the least effective board behavior tends to come from
a board that operate at the lowest levels

in both coaching and control, and tends to lead in a

"hands off'manner, and thus rates as essentially apathetic (p.622). Their research reflects that

thebest organizational learning and adaptation comes to boards that are willing to do their jobs
in the formal arenas (like strategic planning, budget review, and evaluation of CEO) and a/so in
coaching functions (like review of mission, representing the agency to the public or key
constituencies, and establishing relationships with the executive director or CEO and with the
staff).

The "board paradox" reported by Kruetzer and Jacobs has important implications for the
development of a useful nonprofit board training. I have found a number of situations in which

nonprofit board members discovered they were facing a situation where choosing either directive

or coaching behavior did not really work. Most boards regularly have to do several kinds of
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leading: they have to apply some directive methods and they need to supply support via coaching

methods. It appears it is good if they are responsive to environmental factors and are able to
switch their focus depending on what is going on at the nonprofit and within its milieu. The
reality of nonprofit leadership is that it is confusing and complex and that there are times when
you need more than one kind of leadership in order to be effective.

Figure L: How Nonprofit Boards Interact with their Associated Organization
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This chart was developed using Paradox Perspective research performed by Kruetzer I. &,
Jacobs, C., (2011), and was informed by a tlpology created by organizational development
consultant E.H. Schein (1999).
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The idea that boards act in a variety of ways is also reflected in comments by Bill Ryan, a
Research Fellow at the Hauser Center for Nonprofit Organizations at Haruard University (Pew

Trusts, 2013). Ryan helps nonprofit boards understand how they govern and what their role is in
a

nonprofit organization. He also defines four kinds of governance that nonprofit boards fall into,

and they have a lot in common with those listed in Figure I . Each type of govemance reflects the

level of engagement of the senior staff and board members and also the relationships described
by Kruetzer and Jacobs. Ryan describes the kinds of governance essentially

as:

o

Governance by default, where nobody plays a strong or future-thinking role

I

Governance by fiat, where the board makes most of the important decisions

I

Executive governance, where the executive director (or CEO) governs

.

Shared govemance, where the senior staff and board members are actively involved in

governance

He also reports that if you ask nonprofit board members to choose the category they feel best
reflects their organization, they will tlpically choose the shared governance model, while the

staffmembers of the nonprofit will typically choose the executive governancemodel as most
reflective of their nonprofit board. This provided me with another example of the way boards
and staff members of nonprofits do not necessarily see board performance the same way.

Due to the inherent complexity facing boards, many researchers suggest that performance
and leadership be looked at based on what challenges (contingencies) a board faces in a given

climate. Manyresearchers cite a comprehensive and impressive 2010 studyby Ostrower and
Stone, who looked at board governance from a contingency theory percpective. They presented a

frameworkbased onrecent literature in the field of nonprofit governance. The studywas based
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on findings from a large study performed by the Urban Institute, and published as the National
Survey of lr{onprofit Governance. Ostrower was the primary investigator in this 2007 study,
gathered responses from over 5000 American public charities. The researchers used a stratified

random sample, which featured a weighting method to control for differentials in selection and
patterns of non-response.

Ostrower and Stone found that the professionalization of the CEO function (such as when
a small nonprofit grows to the point that the CEO gets paid staff members) results in less active

board participation in such things as fundraising, coflrlnunity relations, program monitoring, and

monitoring the board itself. Instead, more board focus is placed on financial oversight and
supervising the CEO. Ostrower and Stone also found some support for the notion that having a
CEO as a voting member of a board is likely to undermine the way a board governs. Their
comprehensive study also addressed something many nonprofits struggle with: recruitment

of

appropriate new board members.

What happens when boards try to recruit new members? One factor Ostrower and Stone
analyzed carefully was the very cofirmon practice of using "friendship" as a recruitment

criterion. Most boards with which I have been associated have formed their boards almost
exclusively this way. Friendship recruiting techniques ended up negatively impacting the board's
level of activity, (p.913), so boards are advised to look for specific skill sets or leaders with
certain coflrmunity statuses that

will

serve the organization. The authors go on to present a

framework for understanding board roles and governance; they explore the connections between
variables in that framework, and ultimately they raise the concern that researchers need to pay
more attention to the external environmental issues that impact boards and their nonprofits

(p.902). Ostrower and Stone helped provide me with a better understanding of the complex
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nature of variables that affect good board performance, and gave me some useful tips to share

with nonprofit boards striving to improve themselves.
Phipps and Burbach (2010) focused on strategic leadership while tackling context as well
a

host of other influencers of leadership in a major review of the literature on nonprofit

leadership. In their review Phipps and Burbach attempt to explain how strategic leadership may
impact overall organizational performance. They also make note of the many topics that

will

need more research in order to show how strategic leadership may assist nonprofits in their
search for professional performance. The researchers suggest that strateglc leadership in

nonprofits may differ from for-profit organizations because their natures are very different. They

offer

a

thought-provoking quote (p.138) from Warren Buffet to clarify the difference:
The nature of the problems that a foundation tackles is exactly the opposite of business.
In business, you look for things, very good businesses that don't have very many
problems and that almost run themselves...In the philanthropic world, you're looking at
the toughest problems that exist. The reason why they're important problems is that
they have resisted the intellect and money being thrown at them over the years and they
haven't been solved. You have to expect a lower batting average in tackling the
problems of philanthropy than in tackling the problems of business.

-Warren Buffet, Omaha World Herald, April 27,2003

Phipps and Burbach make particular note of the way strategic leaders help their
organizations focus on their missions: they help the whole organization align in a way that
produces better outcomes. Strategic leadership is normally grounded in mission, and mission is

key in the world of the nonprofit. A number of the studies they cite also show an interesting
correlation between strategtc leadership of nonprofits and innovation. Phipps and Burbach
conclude that there appear to be a number of reasons to believe that strateglc leaders in

nonprofits benefit their organizations in ways that are similar to strategic leadership theory as it
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applies to corporations or other for-profit organization. Bryson (2010) states: "public and

nonprofit organizations are clearly stressed. What are leaders to do?" Answering his own
question, Bryson suggests that smart nonprofit leaders and managers

thinking, acting and learning

-

"will

emphasize strategic

and see strategic planning as a practice meant to help do those

things" (p.5260).

While the academic study of nonprofit strategic planning is still fairly limited, it does
appear to reflect that fact that the practice of strategic planning is less common in the world

of

nonprofit than it is in the for-profit world. One small study showed less than one third of
nonprofits had anything that resembled a strategic plan (King, 1998). King also reported that
nonprofits with large budgets, for-profit representatives on their boards, or those facing a major
challenge were the most likely to have a strategic planning process in place. Crittenden and
Crittenden (2000) report similar findings. In studies that use budget size as a criterion, it appears
that organizations with large budgets develop strategic plans at about twice the rate of small or
medium-sized organizations. The same authors also report that agencies that have a plan often
got there via a push from an external source such as a funder or parent organization.

Funders' interest in strategic management is what caused my current nonprofit (an
organic agricultural support organization) to seek this kind of training for the executive director

in 2006. The team was invited to participate in a special training hosted by the Institute for
Conservation Leadership (ILC). Despite push back from board members who felt strategic

planning was a waste of time and recalled their own experiences with plans that just gathered
dust and were never really implemented, Director Two (whose name is not being used in the
hopes of presenringher anonymity), decided to attend. The

ILC leadership trainingwas

a

"fundamental turning point" (Director Two). From her work at this training, Director Two began
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a process

of improving her management and decision-making skills. She was now able to see

that her allegiance had to be to the nonprofit first, and to serve that mission she had to let some
staffers go in order to hire people better suited to the needs of the growing organization.

Several yeffis after that training, which was seen as a "fundamental turning point" by

Director Two, the agency had grown by leaps and bounds. The director, her financial manager,
and a supportive board member applied for additional training in

"Visionto Impact"

at the ILC.

Based on the nonprofit board strategy development work by David La Piana, this intensive 4-day

strategic planning training was seen by all involved as very worthwhile and it ultimately led to a
one-day, professionally facilitated strategy retreat for the rest of the somewhat reluctant board

of

directors. These strategy development processes generated documents and tools that are still in
regular use by the organization today. One of these is a road map or "logic model" used by staff
and board members throughout the year and is updated at an annual meeting. It clearly delineates

big-picfure directives that are board-generated and includes actionable steps broken out for staff
and board, which result in measurable short and long-term outcomes.

This cooperative work on strategic planning and management had a huge impact on the
nonprofit in that it helped both the board and the executive director change the institutional focus
from "getting projects done" and intertwined, (possibly conflicted) personal relationships to
everyone seeing the bigger picture mission. This helped position the director as a more effective
leader and the organization as a whole for improvement and growth.

Kaplan (2001) adapted a successful private sector measurement tool designed by The
Balanced Score Card collaboration of Kaplan and Norton (1992 and 1996), which was published

in several Harvard Business School publications. This tool derives many of its measures from
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strategy and mission. Kaplan adapted it to nonprofits and then used a multiyear action research
program, to test the new tool in a nurnber of case studies. lnterestingly, he discovered that

"strategy is not only what the organization intends to do, but also what it decides not to do, a
message particularly relevant for

nonprofits" (p.358). In my time on boards, this tendency

towards adding programs was known as "program creep" and several boards with which I am

familiar have discovered this can lead to "mission creep" where the accumulation of programs,
often in response to what funders offer to fund, slowly erodes the original mission.

Kaplan also points out that many nonprofits seem to have the strategy processes
reversed: they use progress on initiatives and programs as a measure of success instead of seeing

them as a means to a strategic end. For example, a board that sees that a program is popular and

growing should not stop there; they must look to see if that program is supporting the ultimate
purpose of the organization. An after school ballet program forteens maybe highlypopular in a

community and even gain funding from granting institutions, but does is belong at an agency that
is supposed to be working to improve literacy?
Kaplan also observes that the poor general understanding of how to evaluate an
organization's strategy might be due to the fact that some boards make decisions based on poorly
constructed guidelines. He reports seeing "strategy" documents that were not acfually strategy at
all, just a huge laundry list of projects from a variety of stakeholders. This muddle makes finding
focus and alignment hard, and yet this is increasingly what many funders in the United States
and elsewhere are asking nonprofits to do.

Griggs (2003) studied the corporatrzatton of the nonprofit sector in Australian disability
agencies, addressing the growing interest in organizational performance and how to measure it,
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as

well

as the increased awareness

of structure and management in nonprofits. Nonprofits are

being asked to act more like for-profits but cannot actually be judged on the same standards. He
explains there is growing emphasis on demanding accountability in most countries around the

world and yet, unlike the for-profit world, we still seem to lack good ways to actually assess
nonprofits in the area of performance and leadership.
Clearly there is a need for more rigorous academic research into what makes nonprofits

tick and how to measure success or perfoffnance for the organization and the nonprofit board that
is supposed to be providing the guidance. At this time of global economic downturns and
reduced government services, nonprofits are serving more people and playing more diverse roles

than ever. Nonprofits are critical societal players. In many cases how they are managed is less
transparent than their for-profit brethren, yet at minimum, stakeholders would like to know

whether nonprofits are meeting their own goals and serving their expressed missions.

Most people in the nonprofit world have come to understand that society wants better
nonprofits, but how do we get them there? This line of thought led me to contact several small
nonprofits this spring to see if they would like to participate in an action research project to
address this issue.

Methodology
When I realized I would not have full access to do action research at my new place

of

work, I fell back on my original plan to work with the director and board of the local crisis center
where I was employed for from September of 2010 to October of 2012. While at the crisis
center, I worked to recruit a new university employee to become a board member for the crisis
center in 2010. During the past few years, she became a friend of severat family members and
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ultimately we grew to become friends as well. She recently was elected board president at the
crisis center. Her friendship allowed me access to the board for a focus group and my association

with the director of the crisis center allowed me access to her for an interview and the follow-ups
as needed

to develop an appropriate training for the board.

My action research plan involved qualitative research methodology focused on personal
interviews with the board president and the director of the crisis center (Director One) as well

as

one board focus group. My research project was approved under Augsburg's IRB # 2012-87-4.

The questions I asked during the interviews are listed in Appendix A. After these interviews, I
was able to attend a regularly scheduled board meeting at the agency and took about 45 minutes
to hold and record a focus group. The initial questions used for this session are listed in

Appendix

B.

These recordings were transcribed into Word documents for analysis. I looked for

patterns and word overlaps between board members and the director and tried to understand the
concerns and needs of both parties. Since the subject matter seemed to apply to aspects of this

study, I also used handwritten notes from a non-recorded interview with my current employer

(Director Two) from the winter of 2072, when we spoke about her experience with strategic
planning for herself, her staff, and her board and which I used for a previous term paper.

Interview and Focus Group Results
Because this study was apart of an action research project,

it was small in scope and

probably not suitable to extrapolation. It does add to the growing body of data available for

I

researchers trying to better understand how nonprofits function and what challenges they face.

know I felt underprepared for my first board duties, so I was not surprised to find that the board
members and executive directors in my study all responded with enthusiasm to the idea that I
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would offer a complimentary introductory training presentation to their boards after completing
my thesis research.
Forfunately, I left my old job on good terms, so that I was able to interview the director
and the board president in a comfortable and relaxed manner. Each interview was characterized

by an openness and thoughtfulness that made the experience very positive. All parties appeared
to be willing to discuss even somewhat loaded topics with forthrightness (and despite the
obvious difficulty with true anonymity, due to the very small participant pool). I felt all
participants were honest and direct -- perhaps because these individuals had already established
good relationships with me and with each other and mostly likely because each participant
desires a good outcome for their nonprofit.

Below is

a

brief summary of each interview and the focus group interactions.

Intetyiew with the Director of the Crisis Center ("Director One")
Director One, is the executive director of a rural multi-county crisis center which includes a
small shelter and focuses on serving survivors of human trafficking, domestic violence and
sexual assault. This agency employs four advocates, an office manager and a team of around-the-

clock crisis workers. There are no other advocacy or crisis centers in the two-county area the
center serves and the agency is chronically underfunded and often over-crowed. Director One sat
down with me on May 1,2013, at a small-town coffee shop to talk about her experiences with
her board and board training efforts. Before I even got the recording device turned on, she
started talking about nonprofits and how they

work. Here is the quote that begins my recording:

When I talk with a nonprofit class I talk to every January, I have this sort of spiel I give
where I talk about what an odd way this is to run agencies- to have this board making the
decisions about this agency who is serving the public and really you can have anybody
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volunteer to be on the board and it is not very competitive. Sometimes they hardly know
anything about what is going on at the agency or have hardly ever been there, if ever.
Churchill said something like democracy is an awkward form of government but we
haven't come up with anything better. (Director One, 2013)

I told her the executive director where I currently work has said almost the exact thing. She even
used the word "awkward" to describe the nonprofit board and organization system.

We then talked a bit about the federal Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, and how there seems
to be more emphasis on transparency and measurable outcomes for nonprofits than there was in
the past, and how challenging

it is to bring in board members who can do what needs to be done.

Director One offered this: "so ideally you get board members who are passionate and
knowledgeable and have the time and energy to give, but that doesn't always happen. It's

frustrating" (Director One, 2013).

My first official interview question was an inquiry into what kind of board training
opportunities had been offered in the last few years for her board. She said that currently they do
nothing for training and have not done any training in the last few years. They do have two new
board members - next week will be their next meeting. ln the past, they had some kind

of

orientation "which mostly involved the new board member actually coming to [the agency] and
me showing them around."

The director and board had planned a 9-hour training scheduled for the week after our

interview (which was cancelled due to a snow storm). The director had taken the lead for this by

writing a grant to a state domestic violence agency to come and do a "Capacity Building
Assessment and Benchmarking" training (refer to Forward Community Investments, 2072,an

introduction to which appears in Appendix D). She remarked that it would be interesting to hear
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what the board had to say when they were done. She mentioned that in her opinion board

trainings should be seen as board responsibilities not agency management duties. (This point is
not universal; some boards take care of their own training, but many rely on the executive

director or CEO to train them or arrange for training).
Next, I asked the director if anything had changed with the board recently. "Our board
has actually been really stable, not much coming and going. We did have several [board

members] that came on and then immediately left." I probed a bit about why they might have

left. "Both of them were kind of shaky, one of them had ahusband get a job and move and one
had a health problem and just sort of stopped answering emails and just faded away...we have

had seven board members and now we will have nine, but one cannot work until August, so it

will

be interesting to see what the board decides." I probed a bit about board size and she replied

that the bylaws require 5-9 board members but she would like to see aboard of nine members.

As we talked about board composition Director One told me, "they have talked about
changing the bylaws to two-year [terms] instead of three, but they haven't done much about

that." I asked why she thought they want to make that change. She thought for a moment and
then replied, "Becauss I think they thought it was too much of a commitment. It may be part

of

the new thought about board members that you need to see them as more transitory. [n terms

of

the younger generation

good year or two

it may be that they like to put out some energy and you know, give it

a

- not this long-term commitment."

I asked her if

she is seeing any changes

in funding, as I know this was

a

topic of concern

when I was working at the agency. "The younger generation seems less reliable, they may get
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excited and then just give online through PayPal once, but not like [donor] who sends us a check
every month and has for years and years."

I asked her about trainings the board had gone through in her roughly five years

at the

agency. I recalled a time board, staff, and volunteers all met at the public library to discuss goals
and plans for the coming years during what I thought was probably the winter of 2010. "That

would prohably have been the last strategic plan we did. I am not sure what that was. I know one
plan we had was really unrealistic. I think the one you are talking about we actually

accomplished." I asked her about whether the strategic planning process was mostly negative or
mostly positive in her eyes. "One strategic planning experience was negative due to board
members who were bullying and controlling. I think the one we did with you was more positive.
Yeah, it was helpful. The idea-generating was sort of not well analyzed enough, one person was

just too forceful with her ideas and that group just sort of got away from the main points. There
needed to be more steps between coming up with the ideas and then was happens."

I asked her what she would she want to get out of a board training if

she were to

organize one. "My goal is to move the agency forward to a larger building one way or another
larger facilities

- and I would really like to get board members more engaged. I am grateful

are not micromanaging but we need a

-

they

little better balance. In terms of fund-raising, I think they

should carry more of the responsibility than they are." After some discussion of how this is a

perennially tough point of contention between boards and their organizations, the director listed a
number of areas she would like to see improved.

4t

.

Fundraising: "[t is definitely annoying to me [that board members do not all give a
financial contribution regularly] because I give every year, and I feel the board should

too."

.

Board meeting attendance: "...it is also a fact that even though these [meetings] are
scheduled, some people seem to miss a lot with excuses...I don't want to chase people

off, but I want commitment."

.

Recruitment of new board members: "It is the board's responsibility to recruit new
board members, but I had to recruit the last two and it took me the whole year. I am

working on another one too, but really the board should be concerned with filling any
openings."

We closed with a discussion of a new focus the crisis center has added in the area of
human trafficking. This topic seems to be of interest to several groups in the area including a
large church. Oddly, it seemed hard at first to get the organizers to invite the crisis eenter staff to
meetings on the topic. Once the director went to several meetings on human trafficking to

explain that the crisis center is already serving this tlpe of victim, the church began to support
the agency as part of their community's efforts to stop trafficking.

t of the Crisis Center ("Ms. G.")

Interview with the Board

I met with Ms. G. at my home on April

27

,2013. I started by asking her about her

previous nonprofit board experience, and how long she has served on the board of the crisis
center. She had no previous board service, ffid started with this board in June of 2011. She
became president about four months ago. I asked

if

the board has done any training since she
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joined. She mentioned

a board checklist they had

all filled out that she believes is related to the

training they were to do in May this year. "It was eye-opening because I did not even know what
some of those things mean[t], much less how well we were doing.

I don't think we did much

with this list after. I think we knew we needed more help with this and just tabled it until this
workshop came up."
Considering the fact that she received no training, I wondered
gaps in knowledge, and what kind of training might be useful.

if

she

felt she had any

"I would like to get some training,

even something basic. Like: what is the role of the board? I know that can be different depending
on what the director is like and how involved the board needs to get.

I'd still like to know: Are

we just advisory, or are we supposed to be proactive and be telling the director what to do, or are
we just there

if

she comes to us for help? What is our role supposed to be?"

She went on to

tell me "There really has not been any crisis since I joined and I know

that is sort of rare. I worry sometimes because I just don't know if we are supporting
[the

director] as well as we should. She is not one to tell us I think until afterwards that she did
struggle with something or was stressed. We do not want to lose her and want to know how to do
a better

job being there to support her. Not sure she communicates what she needs to us. We

could use some help to figure that out, I guess."

We talked briefly about the checklist and the upcoming training for the board and the
director. I asked her if she thought there would be anything new in terms of ideas or procedures
as a result of the training.

"A lot of financial and governance stuff was on that list. I have

read

the bylaws, the part about the board, but I haven't read all of it. That's on me, I need to do that."

I asked how the current board is set up. "There are nine of us and we meet once a month for an
hour. [The director] is there as a non-voting member. She is always there. We only would meet
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without her when we are doing the annual performance review. I guess we would meet without
her if we were discussing her position, like for a raise or something."

I asked Ms. G. if
the crisis center, and

if

she

felt that her serving on the board has had a net positive effect on

she could

tell me about a high point and a low point of being on the

board. There was a long pause while she considered this.
president

"I

guess

I can say getting elected

- I guess that was sort of a shock [she did not nominate herselfl. I had previously been

secretary, which is

fairly

[pause]

prompted about the low point.

...

secretarial. I must have made good notes flaughter] !" I

"I guess I just have low-level

stress about the whole thing, not

knowing if we are doing the right thing, especially about supporting the executive director and
staff."
We then talked a bit about my first board experience that ended well but was very
stressful because I did not know much about financial oversight or the legal responsibilities of a
board. Ms. G. responded: "'We can all have the best intentions, but we need to know what we are

doing so that we are not doing something illegal or just wrong." Regarding the offer of a
training for her and her board: "I would guess a lot of people would be interested in that...that
would be greatl I suspect I am not the only one who does not really have as good of a grasp on
this as I would like."

Focus Group with Crisis Center Board of Directors

The crisis center focus group took place in the back yard of the agency during a

regularly scheduled meeting on May 8, 2013. The Executive Director (referred to as Director
One in my interview) joined us at the beginning and then excused herself before I got into the
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actual questions. The sound qualityof the digital recordingwas notvery good dueto background
noise from cars, wind, and the rustlings of people eating snacks at the table where the recorder
was perched. A11 six participants signed the permission and agreement forms before we got
started. I explained my project, the way the paper would be distributed, and the fact that they

would have access to the final document. I also offered my services for a complimentary board
training session if they so desired. I briefly explained how I would attempt to preserve, but could
not guarantee confidentiality (due to the small size of the study and the fact that almost all
participants work closely with each other).

I asked what professions were currently represented on their board and got the following
answers: accountant, project analyst, registered nurse, retired gardener, systems analyst/medical

technologist, marketing, bank branch manager, human relations, and chemical hygiene officer

for a university.

I started by asking the six members present to help me understand where they feel the
organization is right now: stable, improving or degrading. A show of hands reflected five who
feel the agency is "improving," one for "stable." Two of the board members had just joined the
board and were at their very first meeting that day. I asked all of the board to think back to their

first day on the board and remember what it was they thought a board was responsible for. After
a few sort

of confused looks I tried to clarifu by saying "when you joined the board what was it

you thought you were agreeing to?" The more experienced board members started offering items
and the newer members then joined

it to create this list:

o

Long-range vision for the organization

r

Taking the long view while assisting with day to day operational issues for the staff

.

Exploit relationships we have with the community
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a

Financial oversight

a

Oversight involving big decisions as a check point so that they align with vision

o

Strategic planning

t

All nonprofits boards are needed for oversight, just one of those

- long range view
necessary things I know

is important
I

Board can provide moral support - the day to day grind can really get to an organization

Then I asked: Who do you work for? Who are the stakeholders? This generated a lively
response and quite a variation in answers.

.

Victims

.

Staff of the agency

.

Preventing violence in the community

o

The community as a whole

I probed

a

bit more about whom else might have a stake in what is done at the crisis

center and got this list:

.

State domestic violence and sexual assault agencies

e

Reporting bodies

.

Funders

I asked if the experience of volunteering for this board had been a mostly negative or
mostly positive experience. The conversation that followed showed that most board members felt
positive about the experience overall. They used terms like "rewarding," and "fulfilling." Then a
member who had served on the board during a time of upheaval and turnover said:

"I would
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agree, but when an organization is unhealthy

All

seemed to agree that those times (about

it is more of a burden. It was a burden here

at

first."

five years ago) were thankfully in the past and that

things are now on an even keel at the agency.

When I asked about training, no one had had training with this board, but several had
served on other boards, which did have some kind of training. About half of the current board

had served on other boards previously. I then asked them what do they wish they knew more
about. The answers came so fast I had to listen to the recording several times because board
members were talking over each other. Here are some of the comments I was able to decipher:

e

General education in what is in the scope for a board

.

What's required legally and also what are noffnal practices?

.

Best practices vs. crossing the line into micromanaging.

.

What is a board NOT supposed to do?

.

Fundraising: We are doing it by the seat of our pants, I did go to a "fundraising for

-

what are we responsible for?

boards" session but this [crisis agency] is a really unique situation. This is not a HAPPY

nonprofit. We do important work, but it is the dark side of humanity.We do not have
"charismatic mega fauna."

o

There are regulatory agencies involved in issues of sexual assault and domestic violence.

Who is involved at the state, local or federal levels? Who finances this?

.

[New board member] What is the structure of the organrzation? Who are the employees
and who reports to who?

This prompted me to ask about their orientation process, training manual or bylaws
guide. A more experienced board member replied that there "are bylaws but they do not discuss
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the structure of the agency. We used to do more talking with the director [as an orientation].

After I agreed to join she gave me the history and all about the organization." Another board
member recalled spending a half an hour with the director and the president of the board just

talking, but she thought the discussion was more about the physical space and less about the
history. The newest board member corrmented that it would be "interesting to know what has
failed in the past," which prompted cries of "Don't let [the director] quit!" and a bit of laughter.
(Investigator's note: At one point about five years previous, the board and the agencyhad a
period of serious conflict which resulted in almost complete agency turnover with four executive
directors in the space of one year and an entirely new staff of advocates

- and a resulting Ioss of

confidence in the crisis center from the community).

I asked if the work of the board leads to the stability of the agency. Several board
members shrugged. One replied: "It puts the agency at greater risk if we were not to be here.

More challenges for sure. It is a two-way street, though, hecause a bad board puts stress on the
agency and trouble in the agency makes it hard on the board." Another offered:

"It is human

nature. It is just better to have people aware of things of a monthly basis." In hindsight, I wish
that I had probed more into way the actions of the board can affect performance of the nonprofit

itself.
I then asked if they had reason to consult their bylaws very often. A variety of answers
came forth:

a

I think it has been like 3 years since we really looked at them

a

Probably time to review them
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I can recall only one time we referenced them in the two years I have served. We
just dug them out to see if there was a term limit for our board president.
We amended them then, I think, but does anyone remember? NO? We will have
to look this up!

I wondered if they felt they could trust the information they get from the executive
director each month. Does she give them information they need to make a good decision? There
were lots of nodding heads and they all gave an enthusiastic 'oyes." Because I know that this can
be hard for some boards, I probed a bit about whether they felt OK asking hard or awkward
questions. No one felt they could not ask what needed to be asked, other than when they were

brand new and did not know what was going on. Several agreed they were just really listening
and trying to understand at first meetings. There seemed to be

full

agreement that

it was

completely OK to ask probing questions.

I asked about training opportunities. Unfortunately, the grant-funded training they were
supposed to attend (refer to Appendix D) that very week had to be cancelled due to a freak May

snow storm. One board member recalled that something similar had heen done some years ago
and from that training they had created a plan: "the board was in flux, we had someone ramming

things down..." another board member asked: "when was that? 2010, or 201,1?" Then a board
member who had been to that session recalled: "there was not a lot to go on from that
experience. We did accomplish some things but then with this training coming up we held off on
[some of the goals]. Too bad it did not actually happen this week!"

I asked if they had any questions for me.

One board member asked me about how a

board can gauge how it is viewed in the community. From that question, we ended up talking
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about how board members represent the organization and how they are always on stage so that

they need to remember to help others view the agency in a good light. Paid staff members have
less sway in many cases because they are paid to do their jobs, but volunteer board members are
seen as dedicated to giving back and this makes them good spokespeople. We

all agreed that this

agency has seen a real turn-around in the last five years and that the community has growing
respect for

it

and for the hard and necessary work

Analvsis

it is doing.
Research

Given the action research nature of this project, as an insider, I cannot pretend to have

objectivity. By definition, action research is designed to have the investigator as a cooperating
participant and even a "change agent" (Coghlan & Brannick,2012, p.86). This insider
perspective requires a different sort of analysis than traditional academic research. Action
research shares a starting point with much academic research because

it starts with a question, or

maybe just a general curiosity about a topic. This project began with that but also with a sense

of

concern for a perceived problem that affects my life and my work and quite possibly the ability

of the nonprofit world to do what it is supposed to do to make the world a better place. The fact
that I was allowed and even required to be included in the research and the outcome was ar
interesting and good experience and it was a key factor in how I chose to proceed in analyzing

my findings and designing a training program for members of nonprofit boards.
To begin, I tried to design instruments that reflected questions about which I really
wanted to know more. I used my personal relationships with the respondents to see if my
concerns were reflected elsewhere and to open doors to key players. Talking with these

individuals was a great experience. A uniting feature of the interviews and focus Soup above is
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the mutual respect and concern shownby each individual

forthe mission of the organization and

for the other players in leadership roles.
The executive director was probably the most critical of the other leaders, but that needs
to be understood in the context of the pressures she faces. Wright and Millesen (2007) reflect
earlier researchers findings in their comment that there is ambiguity in who is responsible for
what:

...the chief executive is often expected to provide tools and information necessary to
effectively govern. Because chief executives and the board's leadership both have some
role in board development and functioning, it is likely that considerable uncertainty
regarding governance expectations exists. (p.323)
These same researchers comment:

Role ambiguity occurs when an individual lacks role-related information, often as a result
of inadequate communication. When applied to nonprofit boards, work roles are
equivalent to governance tasks. This means that role ambiguity is likely to be a result of
poorly cofitmunicated expectations among executive leadership and board members.

(psza)
A few responses (Board President Interview 2013, Director One Interview,2013) led me
to understand there might be a gap in the communication of needs: the executive director appears

not to be telling her board what she needs and how to support her. After some thought, I believe I
can explain this apparent gap by running

it through my own experiences working in the daily

stress of the overworked and underfunded crisis center (see Illustration 2). The director seemed

to be sfuck between competing demands. I am also aware of this balancing act because I now
serve as a "sympathetic ear" for my current executive director (Director

Two). Even with a great

board, in most cases being the director of a small nonprofit leaves a person in a tenuous position.

I can

see that a director

in

seem to be over confident

a

nonprofit has to tread a careful line. On the one hand, they cannot

in their staff or their own abilities to get special projects done, lest the

board decide to pile on more projects. On the other hand, it would not do well to show weakness
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or lack of competence, as the board members

will

soon be performing an annual review upon

which much depends for that director. I believe this difficulty is built into the structure

of

nonprofits. It can cause a gap in the forthright sharing of challenges.
The management's hesitance to be completely honest about challenges might leave a

nonprofit board somewhat blind to the true needs of an organization and certainly may leave
directors feeling uncomfortable asking for support from boards that might be willing to step into
the coaching role

if

asked. Recently, ffiy current director felt she had no choice but to explain her

current predicament to her board at the last semi-annual, face-to-face meeting. She felt she had

to level with her board concerning rapid growth leading to a level of detail and more staff than
she can manage

well.

She was

results were very positive

position),

-

just too exhausted to go on trying to cope with the situation. The

she got what she asked

for and needed (an operations director

-but it was risky and stressful. This gap between an executive director's full

take on

something and what he or she ultimately chooses to share with the board of directors would
make an excellent topic for another study.

Board members and the directors in my study all expressed an interest in and desire for
more board training. I am convinced there is a widespread need for hasic board training,
especially for the smaller nonprofits. Many nonprofits experieflce a fair bit of turnover and do
not have access to professional seminars, training and retreats that can cost thousands of dollars.

As a result of pursuing this research question in a small way, I would like to produce a survey
that could be sent to small nonprofits in my region (the Upper Midwest) to find out

if a training

opportunity would be welcomed. The questions I heard in my interviews and the focus group led
me to understand that a very basic description of legal and generally accepted nonprofit board
duties would be welcome. I recently was selected to present a workshop on the topic

of
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improving nonprofit board performance at a national women's leadership conference in
November of 2013. There appears to be recognition that many nonprofit boards are working hard

but could use some assistance to better understand their complicated leadership role in the
nonprofi t organizations.

Figure 2: Pressures Faced by Leaders in the Nonprofit Setting
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What Do Nonprofit Boards Do? A Short Training
In April of 2013, at the request of my culrent employer, (whose board requested a short
training), I designed an introductory training based on my ongoing research. Given the one hour
time period allotted to present to the board, I created a quick series of Power Point slides and
several interactive discussions. The idea was to cover basic board duties, hold a discussion

of
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how boards can improve their performance and provide some entertaining and highly

informative examples of nonprofit board "disasters." This was presented to my current board of
directors in April of 2013 at their bi-annual meeting. Two new board members were present.

After I left, the board voted to include my presentation materials in their orientation packet for
new board members. (The slides from this first presentation appear in Appendix E, as presented
to the board but with the nonprofit's identiffing information removed). The training I presented
that day is outlined below, along with some ideas for improvements.
The very first slide of the presentation explained that the presentation should be seen as
a guided discussion, and

clarified that I am not an expert, but a facilitator. It was important to

clariflr my role in this way because several board members had called the director the week
leading up to the board meeting to complain that they did not feel it was appropriate to have a

"staff' member provide the training. By offering to "facilitate"

a discussion,

I was ahle to quell

concerns and go forward. Also, at the beginning of the presentation, I requested the board

members' participation and I reminded them that each board member brings his or her own
unique experience to the organization. This was followed by a chance for board members to take
a moment

to reflect and write

a

bit about their previous experiences with nonprofit board service.

The reflective activity was done in the hopes it would spark discussion after or during
the presentation, but participants were told they would not have to share their thoughts

-

it was

an exercise to help each board member get more clarity about their experiences. The several
years

I served

as an advocate

for survivors of violent crimes taught me that the feeliflgs, interests,

or concerns people have now are often based on events of the past. Even if these experiences
were not traumatic, they may still have a way of coloring topics. What a volunteer brings to a
board table mayprovide a lens through which they see each new piece of information and may
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influence their take on many current organrzational issues. These few reflective moments help
them begin to understand what they have been through before this time of board service. Even
board members who do not care to share past board experiences, benefit from reflecting upon
them. It is my hope that the questions I use as prompts (Appendix E, slide 2)

will

also spark

useful conversations among the board members outside of the meeting.

Slides 3 and 4 provide a short overview of the most basic things a nonprofit board does
and what a nonprofit is. These include setting policy and who is responsible for that duty (this is
an important area to talk about because while boards set

policy, good boards will consult the

staff actually doing the work). Also covered is the importance of mission as the basis of almost
all important decisions. I encourage all board members to consider memorizing theirs. Next was
a discussion

of the rnore formal monitoring duties. Some of these are legal (formal) duties and

some are "best practice" (informal) duties. Here

I introduced the importance of supporting

management and trouble-shooting when needed. I also addressed how nonprofits can fail when
board members are not sure what is going on and do not pursue answers in a timely fashion. I
asked board members to make sure they are

providing a safe space for shy board members, or

those who process information in different ways, so that they

will

be able to speak up. New

people often provide important insights, but boards need to encourage new board members to ask
questions and to share their thoughts.

After this, we moved on to slide 5 and the other things boards do. Some of these are
obvious (like preparing for and attending meetings) and some are obligations that come in when
the board is not actually meeting. These include representing and advocating for the organization

in public, donating to and helping provide connection to other financial supporters, recruiting
and orientingnewboard members, and assisting staff in special projects. During and outside

of
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meetings, nonprofit boards are important in documenting policies and decisions to create and
preserve organizational memory. Board members each come to the table with different

skill

sets

and experiences, so I asked them to consider what they have to offer that might be useful down
the road. Maybe a former car dealership owner could help with the research and negotiation for
an agency's next vehicle purchase, a librarian could be helpful cataloging a collection to be
donated to a museum or historical society, a lawyer or accountant could offer his or her insight

into technical matters that might need research or a plain-language explanation so that hoard
members can make an informed decision.

The next segment, slide 6, outlined the legal obligations including duty of care, duty

loyalty, and dutyof obedience, as well

as the importance

of

of recusal and of having a formal

conflict of interest policy. These are outlined below:

.

Duty of Care: Take reasonable care when making decisions for the organization.

o

Duty of Loyalty: Act in the best interest of organization. Offer undivided allegiance and
never use information for private gain or act in any way that might harm the organization.

.

Duty of Obedience: Act in accordance with the organization's mission. The public must
trust the organization is well managed before they donate and (to most people) board
members' actions represent the organization.

o

Recusal: Stand aside when there is a conflict of interest (refer to board bylaws).
This is at the barest minimum something each nonprofit board member should

understand before they take up their duties on a nonprofit board. Yet I have not found a single
person who was acfually walked through these by a mentor or in a board orientation session.

Clearly, even

a

basic, introductory training for nonprofit boards could be very useful.
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The next section revolved around what a nonprofit board should NOT do. This
seemed like a good time to share some horror stories of "boards gone bad." As
seems to be something everyone had a story about.

it furned out, this

My personal favorite came from a domestic

violence prevention nonprofit my mother served on briefly: the board got so into micromanaging
that they made staffers come to them to request stamps, envelopes, and letterhead for a mailing.

My somewhat radical mother ultimately quit in disgust, but first

she stood up at a board meeting,

with the women staffers peeking in the door, and accused the men (they are all men, and
included a minister and town sheriff) of being abusive themselves and using their board service
as a screen to hide behind.

Most boards muddle along just fine but there are any number of instructive tales

of

boards that cross lines and end up costing an orgatrzation its reputation, and sometimes even its

existence. Many board members know of instances of conflict of interest that ended up deeply
damaging a nonprofit. I discovered during this first training that it would be a good idea to leave
some time to let board members tell a few stories and reflect a bit on what those stories
represent.

A good board is neither entirely trusting nor completely involved in the daily running of
the nonprofit organization. As a short segment in the training, this topic led to the introduction

of the Paradox Perspective research of Kruetzer and Jacobs (2011). As explained earlier in this
paper, this team of researchers spent years studying how nonprofits operate and they believe one

theory of nonprofit leadership is not enough to explain what boards must do: boards must coach

and control. Problerns grow when a board is apathetic and lets the executive director handle
everything, but it is also not good practice to question every stamp and envelope.
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The slide illustrating the Paradox Perspeclive illustration generated an interesting
discussion of how aboard knows they have hit that "magic" and difficult to pinpoint balance

point. I admitted that this balance often puzzled researchers, but stressed that a good relationship

with the executive director, progressing towards stated goals, having a secure agency budget, and
staying on course with the stated mission are all good indicators that the hoard is operating in the
"sweet zone."

I wrapped up the presentation by reiterating how each board member has unique skills
and knowledge to contribute and that diversity is a real strength for the nonprofit. I mentioned
the research that seems to reflect the strength to be found in diverse boards (Olson, 2000), and

reminded them that no one is great at all tasks. [n fact, that is why we have a board: we can count
on someone having ability or insight that another director lacks. I thanked them for their

willingness to serve as key volunteers to the nonprofit. At this point, I opened the floor for a
discussion of nonprofit boards in general and this one in particular. Several people said this kind

of training was something they should have had before they started serving on boards, and the
two new board members said they found it quite useful. The board asked my permission to
include the Power Point and associated notes in the orientation packet. As I improve the training,

I will be sure to provide them with updated versions.

Conclusions

Nonprofit board performance is not rocket science, but neither is it something at which
society should expect people to be naturally adept. At this juncture, researchers cannot yet agree
on what makes a nonprofit successful or what makes a nonprofit board "good." Nonprofit boards
do not always think to ask thernselves how well they are performing. It is fair to conclude that,

like most things in life, we know what we like and we know what we think is good, but this
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cannot be the basis of formulating a measurernent. Almost anyone who has served on multiple
boards

will

agree that no

two are alike and that, in general, volunteer board memhers prefer a

term of service that comes during "boring times" instead of times of crisis. The world of the

nonprofit counts on volunteers to tackle responsibilities that can make or break the organization,
and yet there appears to be

little agreement on how to prepare the directors for this critically

important role.

Like all complex jobs, board service requires work to master. Nonprofit boards are each
unique, and some have a perfectly suitable orientation or regular trainings that probably help

their directors do a good job. I was not able to pursue an in depth study of whether these recently
trained nonprofit boards help their nonprofits to be more effective or successful, but this would

certainly be a good topic to investigate on a larger, more scientific, and more replicable scale.
For the small nonprofits that I know, no such orientation or training exists. New and old hoard
members learn as they go, and cope as well as they can.

Months of action research were just a beginning to what could be a lifelong inquiry.
There is much more to learn, but this initial research has provided me with something tangible: I

will

soon have a short nonprofit board presentation

I can offer in my region. It is my hope that by

helping nonprofits walk through the basics of nonprofit board development, I can alleviate some
of the stress faced by nonprofit board members, their executive directors and the important
nonprofit organizations they serve.
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Appendix A: Interview Schedule and Questions

Interview Schedule

Method:

l.

Call intended interviewee (a director of a nonprofit that I have reason to believe has had
an active board training or development program at his or her agency) and explain

process and an overview of my questions.

2. Explain approximately how much time this might reasonably be expected to take. (l/2
hour).

3. If they agree, ask forpermission

to record. Send permission form ahead of time and

request signature.

4.

Offer to send results when study is done if they are interested in knowing more about
what others said (anonyrnously) on the same topic.

5.

Agree to time and date and a convenient place of their choice.

6.

Bring a small hox of locally made truffles as a thank you for their time and consideration.

7. Interview - stay within the time agreed upon in advance (half hour).
8.

Follow up within the week with a handwritten thank you note.

9. If they asked for results, send final paper when completed.
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Interview Questions:

L

What kind of board training and development has your board participated in the last few
years? (Prompt: "such as: strategic planning, governance training, or bringing in a

consultant?").

2.
3

.

In what way were you, yourself involved in this effort?
How have these new understandings been implemented? (Prompt, if needed, to clariSr

if

those implementations wers on the side of board or agency).

4. What are some examples you can think of that might reflect the new ideas or procedures?
5. Over all, do you feel there has been a net negative or net positive effect on your agency?
Slight or very?

6.

What is one thing you know flow, that you wish you knew when the board was going
through the process? How might that have helped you or them with the process or the

resulting changes in how you operate?
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Appendix B Focus Group Prompts

Basic stuff: attempt to keep confidentiality, but cannot guarantee because of the size of the study.
Wil not use names, You may see a final copy of my report.

How mflny board members? Professions? Standing committees? How often do you meet?

Do you think the organization/agency is currently stable, improving or degrading? Why?

Do you feel clear on your responsibilities as a member of this board? What do you think the board's main
duties are?

Who do you think would be seen as the owners or stakeholders of this organization? Whose interests do
you represent? To whom are you accountable?

Has this board made any efforts to learn more about the responsibilities of a nonprofit board? Tell me
about these activities.

Are there areas of board work you wish you knew more about?

ln general, do you think activities of your board lead directly to better agency management and thus better
outcomes?

When you bring on a new board member what kind of training (if any) is offered? Do you feel the level
board governance training prepares your members to contribute to the leadership of the board?

of

Have you done any work on strategic planning issues like vision, mission or succession planning?

Do you feel like you can trust your executive director to give you appropriate information to base your
decisions on? Are there times you would like to know more or ask probing questions but fear to create
stress or awkwardness?
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What more would you like to see your board undertake for training? Is there an unfinished agenda?

Anything else I should know about this board?
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Appendix C :GSAC Governanee Effectiveness Quick Check (GilI, Flynn, Reissing (2005)
Rating Scale: Agree Strongly (5); Aeree (4); Agree Somewhat (3); Disagree Somewhat(2),
Disagree (1); Disagee Strongly (0)

1.

This organization's orientation for board members adequately prepares them to fulfill
their governance responsibilities
2. The board is actively involved in planning the direction and priorities of the organization
3. The board does a good job of evaluating the performance of the ED/CEO (measuring
results against objecttves)
4. This organization is financially sound (viable and stable)
5. Board members demonstrate clear understanding of the respective roles of the board and
ED/CEO
6. The organization's resources are used efficiently (good valuefor money spent)
7. The board has high credibility with key stakeholders (e.g.,funders, donors, consumers,
collateral organizations or professionals, community, staff)
8. Board members demonstrate commitment to this organizations' mission and values
9. Board members comply with requirements outlined in key elements of the governance
structure (bylaws, policies, code of conduct, conflict of interest, traditional/cultural
norms, etc.)
10. The board's capacity to govern effectively is not impaired by conflicts between members
I t. There is a productive working relationship between the board and the ED/CEO
(characterized by good communication and mutual respect)
12.I am confident that this board would effectively manage any organizational crisis that
could be reasonably anticipated
13. Board meeting are well-managed
14. The board uses sound decision-making processes (focused an board responsibilities,
factual information, fficient use of time, items not frequently revisited, ffictive
implementation)
15. The organization has a good balance between organizational stability and innovation
Total of the 15 items
Overall Score (total divided by 15) _
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Appendix I): Nonprofit Capacity Building Assessment and Benchmarking Tool
Introduction

Note: the introductory page reproduced below is followed by 30 pages of ratings and check-lists
across many measures of organizational performance. It is a tool for each board mernber to use
to self-rate their own performance and the board's performance and the organization's
performance. This is the tool referred to by the Board President in my interview, ffid would
have provided the foundation for the postponed training referred to by Director One and by the
board during the focus group interview.
The history of the development of this tool is included in the lastparagraph ofthepage
reproduced below.
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Appendix E: What Nonprofit Boards Do, An Introductory Nonprofit Board Training
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* Thanks to fstella tten*enmn, a pt*htric p*liry PlrS student at Vatrdosta in Gemrgia, wfr*
helped reducs thir huge top*e intn bite siz+d pi*,**r wf*en I {irst rtarted doing hsard
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